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The Presidents Occasional Newsletter 
 
Hi,  
 
I thought it was time for another “Occasional” to prove that the club is still in existence, albeit lying dormant 
for a spell.   We hope members and their families are all keeping well in these troubling times and managing 
to keep ticking over with exercise rides and turbo sessions.   I have kept in touch with some and hear that 
Tony F is walking regularly and Gordon B is keeping sane with rides close to home.   Chris S manages a 
regular Sunday ride and then goes out on a Team Selley peloton adventure.   James Richardson had a good 
ride in an early hardriders event pre lockdown. 
 
The club have decided to extend membership paid for this year into next year so paid up members will get 
two years for one subscription. 
 
NBRC were fortunate to have promoted one of the last race meetings before lockdown.   The meeting at the 
Bowl was successful for us but less so for Jon Miles and his ladies, he was adamant that he wanted the loop 
but there were many fallers!   Thanks are due to all helpers who came along.   Some did some work 
marshalling and some were let off the hook due to conditions. 

 
This image is of me in the past taken by Karlo Porter!The event is a race at Salcey 
Forest and I am away in the lead!!!    
 
Unfortunately, at this point the bunch have been stopped and are being lectured by the 
commissaire for not racing aggressively enough!   
They took the advice and soon mopped me up. 
 

 
It is good to see that Team Selley are getting their exercise regularly.   Not 
sure if this creative shot of the peloton is before, after or during the ride? 

 
 
The British Cycling Central Region Accredited Marshal 
Team, of which I have been a member for 4 years and 
worked on 30 races, now retired, recently took to posting 
pictures on Facebook to amuse each other.   The photos 
were of themselves, in uniform, in earlier times and the 
challenge was to pick out the younger version of the AM 
from the rows of RAF, Army or Police cadets on offer.   
Lucie Gallen TMK and I, struggling to join in, eventually 
dredged up photos of ourselves when active in Baden 
Powell’s gang, Lucie in Scotland and myself in Northern 
Ireland.    
 
Here is my image, we had just arrived at the Mountains of 

Mourne having hiked down from Belfast.   Which one is me?  
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I was clearing out the garage recently, which is the sort of job one does during 
lockdown, when I found a small file box containing the NBRC membership details 
for the period 1987 to 1990.   The total membership was 55 in 1987 rising to 88 in 
1990 so you could say this was a successful period of growth for the club.   The file 
was kept and updated by Frank Allcorn, club chairman and dynamic organiser, a real 
“people person” and an asset to the club, he was also a founder or near founder 
member.  
 

I have listed the members recorded and no doubt older riders will recognize a few ghosts from the past.   
Bear in mind this list is “pre Rob Saunders “ and it appears “pre Steph” although I am sure she was around, 
possibly in Luton Arrow colours. 

 


